INTRODUCTION w x
In 1 it was shown that it suffices to prove the Jacobian Conjecture for cubic homogeneous polynomial maps, i.e., maps of the form F s X q H : ‫ރ‬ n ª ‫ރ‬ n , Ž . where H s H , . . . , H and each H is either zero or a homogeneous 1 n i Ž . polynomial map of degree 3. In this case the Jacobian condition det JF g U Ž ‫ރ‬ is equivalent to JH is nilpotent. JF and JH are the Jacobian matrices . of F and H. So understanding nilpotent Jacobian matrices is crucial in w x the study of the Jacobian Conjecture. In 14 Wright showed that if n s 3 w x all JH where H is cubic homogeneous are linearly triangularizable. In 10 the second author gave a complete description of all cubic homogeneous Jacobian matrices in case n s 4. They are no longer linearly triangularizable. However, it turns out that the rows of the Jacobian matrices are Ž linearly dependent over ‫ރ‬ or equivalently that H H , H , and H 
Ž .
n We show that the answer is yes if n s 2 and A is a ‫-ޑ‬algebra which is a Ž w x. U.F.D. this result was already obtained by the second author in 10 , and that the answer is no for all n G 3 and every domain A, which is a ‫-ޑ‬algebra. This last result is based on recent counterexamples to the w x dependence problem for all n G 3 obtained by the first author in 7 . w x Finally in Section 5 we show that all counterexamples found in 5, 8, 2 Ž . Ž . belong to H H ‫ރ‬ which is a subclass of H H ‫ރ‬ .
n n w x In a subsequent paper 9 we undertake a detailed study of the class Ž .
Ž . H H A and show that all F of the form X q H with H g H H A are stably n n tame. This implies that all cubic homogeneous maps in dimension 4, w x obtained in 10 , are stably tame.

THE CLASS H H A n
Throughout this section A denotes an arbitrary commutative ring and w x w x let us denote by A X [ A X , . . . , X the polynomial ring in n variables 
T(S X
and this is of the desired form. Ž .
Proof. Induction on n. The case n s 1 is obvious. So let n G 2 and let
and H g H H
A X . By the n n y 1 ñ induction hypothesis we have that J H is nilpotent. Hence so is
Ž . i det JF s 1 and
Before we can prove this theorem we need some preliminaries. Therefore consider the polynomial ring Proof. We use induction on n; the case n s 1 is obvious, so let n G 2.
Ž . 
Ž .
Finally making the substitutions T ª t we obtain det JF s 1.
o by the induction hypothesis we get that X q dH is invertible over
and that its inverse over S is given by
, it follows that F is 0 n u Ž . in fact invertible over S . As in i we conclude the proof by making the Before we can give the proof of this theorem we first present a lemma.
Ž . w x n LEMMA 2.7. Let H s H , . . . , H g A X and assume H s c g A.
Ž . w xw x n w x n H gS lA T X s A T , so making the substitutions T ¬ t gives 
H s ya f a X q a X .
Since YZ s yX , we see that we can take is not readily available we give a short proof of this result. 
Proof.
i First assume that A s k is a field. Then the result is w x proved in 1 . aH s g X q X q c Ž .
aH s y g X q X q c . 5
Ž . Substituting X s X s 0 in 5 we obtain that c s ac and c s ac for1 2  1  1  2  2 some c , c g A. So replacing H by H y c we may assume that c s c˜1 In the remainder of this section we will show that such a result is no longer true if n G 3. More precisely we have: 
Ž .
n n n G 3.
To prove this result we need the following lemma.
Ž . Finally the counterexamples to the Markus᎐Yamabe Conjecture and the w x w x Discrete Markus᎐Yamabe problem in 2 : take A s ‫ރ‬ X , a s 1, a s
